
My school     : A few ideas
Introduction I would like to tell you about my school. I go to Bellevue School in Albi. 

I'm going
I am in year 9. I've been a pupil here since 2012  /for 2   years.

General overview
          index card «     Days-numbers     »
           index card «     Daily routine     »

➢  It's a rather big (secondary) school / pretty large school with more than 700 pupils.
➢ It's not far from / it's close to the city centre.
➢ The buildings are ok  and it is very pleasant because there is a huge park all around the school.

Transport ➢ I walk to go to school/I go there by bus / My parents drive me to school every morning.

Timetable ➢ I usually start at... and I finish at.... I have about 27 hours of classes a week.
➢ We get a break at about 10 for 15 minutes and then lunch at about 11 or 12 for 1 or 2 hours.
➢ I have lunch at the canteen. The food is quite fine. They serve all sort of things: vegetables, meat, 

cheese, fruit, salads, …
Yet we often have to queue for a long time before eating which is quite annoying especially when you 
don't have much time to eat.

Subjects
 ♥  /   ♥

               index card «     Personality     »

➢ I study different subjects such as French, art, history, physics, maths, P.E., English, ...
My favourite subject is .... because I think it is interesting (to learn about ...) I also quite like …. 
because it is challenging. I'm rather good at …
To my mind, … is more useful than …       I prefer ... to ...   
                          funnier than ...
Currently we're studying … in biology. It's …
But I'm not very interested in/I'm not a big fan of .../I don't like ...very much because it is too 
complicated  and I can't stand ... In my opinion,  it can be very boring. 
The homework is quite stressful because we get a lot, especially in History and English.

➢ What I (also) (don't) like about school is (the fact that) ...

Past ➢ Last year, my favourite teacher was Mr Walsh. He was really dynamic. This year, my favourite teacher 
is Mr Adams because he is really fun. I also like Mrs Donovan because she is nice. I  think Mrs Donovan 
is stricter than Mr Adams.                       Index cards preterit/comparatif-superlatif

Conclusion ➢ So, to conclude, I am rather pleased / satisfied to study here because I can learn many things 
and see my friends.
➢ So, to conclude, I must admit I'm not really happy to be here. 

           on Tuesday          on Tuesday  morning                        in the morning
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